ALAMO VIDEO WITNESS

Alamo Video Witness is the pairing of your Alamo Alarm security
system with video clips of what caused the alarm. Video helps
remove the guessing games of what caused the system to go into
alarm, which allows for quick and direct police dispatch.

Why Alamo Video Witness?


A burglary occurs every 14.6
seconds. FBI.gov



Alamo Video Witness gives
the operator additional
information to help the police
better prioritizes their
response



Alamo Video Witness helps
reduce false alarms by
ensuring the operator sees
the presence of a person at
the sight of the alarm



A crime in progress can be
determined by Alamo Video
Witness, which can allow for
a faster response

When your alarm is activated an operator receives your alarm signals as well as
video from the alarm event. The operator can view your premise during the
alarm and view a video clip of what caused the alarm. Simultaneously you can
receive the same alarm information and video from the event. Additionally there
is a button for you to call the central station to confirm or cancel the alarm if you
choose to.
Now you and the operator can know what caused the alarm.

ALAMO VIDEO WITNESS - HOW IT WORKS
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Alamo Video Witness
provides the operator with
additional information
about what caused the
alarm

1.

1. When the system goes
into alarm – alarm
signals and video of
what caused the alarm
are sent to the central
station
2. The operator reviews the
alarm signals and video
(clips and live views if
available) and contacts
the customers
responsible parties
3. If the operator and / or
the responsible parties
believe a crime is in
progress the operator
can give descriptions of
the incident and
individuals seen in the
video to the police

OUR MISSION: Is to provide genuine security, through attentive service,
quality installations, and products that best fit the security needs of our customers and the community.
Alamo Alarm Company, Inc. has been providing quality installation and service to the Central Valley
since 1980. It is our commitment to give you the service of a local company and the strength of a
leader in the security industry. We look forward to the opportunity of being able to discuss your
specific security needs. If you have any questions or need any further information, please contact us.

The Central Station Alarm Association
International (CSAA) is an internationally
recognized non-profit trade association.

This service meets and exceeds the CSAA
ANSI Standard ANSI/CSAA CS-V-02-2012 for video verification of
burglar alarms. Video Verification is the pairing of video data with alarm
events generated from protected premises.

108 E. Walnut Street
Lodi, CA 95240
(209) 369-7749 Fax: (209) 334-5784
sales@alamoalarm.com

Learn more at: www.alamoalarm.com

